NEW ARRIVAL

OCEANIS 34.1
FEATURES:
Naval architect:

Marc Lombard

LOA (m.):

Eslora total: 10.77 m/ Eslora de casco:
9.96 m

Beam (m.):

3.57 m

Displacement (kg.):

5 470 kg

Fuel tank (l.):

130 L

Fresh water (l.):

231 L

Max Engine Power (cv): 21 CV - 30 CV
Propulsion:
CE Certification:

A6/B8/C10

Life on board with family or friends new to sailing is the
very essence of all new Oceanis designs. The Oceanis
34.1 is the perfect example of this approach, promising to
provide safe cruising experiences aboard a boat that is
easy to handle whoever is crewing it.
Sleeker, lighter, with more sail area, and more space in the
bow than its predecessor for the owner’s cabin, the
Oceanis 34.1 promises unforgettable days out on the
water. Once again, Marc Lombard and NAUTA Design
have combined their efforts to produce a unique design
concept, true to the spirit of the 7th generation Oceanis
range.

OTHER:
Exterior design
The deck layout has been redesigned to ensure maximum
comfort and safety when moving around the boat, taking
the helm and for onboard living when at anchor. The
ropes for the halyard and the furling system are forward
of the cockpit while there is a winch on each side for the
helmsman to set the foresails. The result is an uncluttered
cockpit ideal for relaxation, with easy access to the aft
swim platform.
Interior design
The Nauta designers have created a chic, contemporary
interior, in an elegant walnut or light oak finish. The deck
hatches and multiple hull and roof portholes bring natural
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light into the boat and provide an excellent means of
ventilation. In the saloon, the cleverly designed chart table
with its folding top provides for two extra single berths.
A distinctive style, instantly recognisable even in the
smallest details with layouts that prioritise comfort, userfriendliness, bright and airy interiors and ease of
movement.
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